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The Food and Agriculture industry is standing 
at the cusp of its greatest change and disrup-
tion in history. New technologies inevitably 
drive change and offer the potential to tackle 
any challenge facing the food sector, no mat-
ter the size or complexity. 

We see a growing interest from investors and 
large companies through an increasing num-
ber of investments into technological innova-
tions within the industry across the world. 

However, if we look at the globe, this inno-
vation activity is unevenly distributed. Even 
though in recent years we have seen growth 
of new startup hubs such as Kazakhstan, Ar-
menia, Georgia, and Kyirgyizstan1, the region of 
Central Asia and Eastern Europe (CAEE)* is still 
badly represented in relation to the amount of 
arable land and agricultural production. 

The opportunities for investors and industrial 
players to enter these future markets are char-
acterized by restrained capital competition. 
Large farms and production units offer start-
ups good opportunities to implement and test 
their solutions at scale, while local markets are 
large yet offering attractive export possibilities 
for local products and technologies.

* As the main regional focus of Terraforma and for the 
 purpose of this publication we research and include  
 data  from the following countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan,  
 Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia, Estonia, Georgia,  
 Hungary, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova,   
 Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia,  
 Slovenia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan.

Summary
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While we look at the past and present as a set 
of occurred facts that we should face as truth-
fully as possible, we need to treat the future 
differently. Our intuition, which equips us with 
indispensable skills in life, tends to make sys-
tematic mistakes when we look at the future. 
It tempts us to choose all too easily a future 
scenario in which we may believe. This settles 
into our conviction and finds its way into our 
assessments and decisions, with incalculable 
consequences for the responsibility we bear. 

The food and agriculture industries are on 
the brink of the greatest disruption in human 
history. The number of powerful technologies, 
described in their future development and im-
pact by the concept of the S-curve, which have 

the potential to redefine this largest of indus-
tries, far outstrips any historical condition2.

Keeping in mind that major market disrup-
tions are particularly triggered by the conver-
gence of new technologies, we need to ask: 
“What technological S-curves and conver-
gences of technologies is the industry facing 
and what does that mean for it and our socie-
ty?” Hereby, we become aware of the unique-
ness and dimension of the change we face: 
What effect does it have when we converge 
the gene project with artificial intelligence and 
nanorobotics? Do we really believe that our in-
tuition can give us a useful answer on this ex-
ample question? How many powerful S-curves 
and convergences are out there?

How to think about the future of 
food and agriculture
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Intuition as a strategy to deal with this com-
plexity? Certainly not unquestioned. It takes 
much more than that, engaging our conscious 
minds, collective intuition, impact focusing, 
systematic experimentation, focusing on 
S-curved based projections, learning through 
identifying the strong technologies, their key 
impacts and the right set of future scenarios. 
And once we have made our mindful choice of 
the scenarios to apply, we can strive to identify 
the best startup initiatives driving these deci-
sive s-curves and to invest consistently at risk.

The future of the food and agricultural indus-
try is here. We want to be a part of it by recog-
nizing the realistic scenarios, and then devote 
all our power to make the most beautiful of it 
come true.
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The industry and growth challenge 
 
Food and agriculture is a continuously grow-
ing $7.8 trillion global industry. According to 
the OECD projections3 global food demand 
will increase at an annual rate of 1.4% over the 
next decade, mainly being driven by popula-
tion growth. Some of the most sited papers 
on food production show a required 60% food 
production growth by 20504 to feed an esti- 
mated by UN population of 9.8 billion (UN, 
2022). Another popular paper shows an in-
crease in global food demand of 100–110% be-
tween 2005 and 20505.

Global agriculture production must and 
will increase at a much higher rate than pro-
jected by the OECD3. Importantly, achieving 
this increased growth will also require more 
resources, e.g., 40% more water by 2030. 

Nonetheless, we should always keep in mind 

that these projections are all too often busi-
ness-as-usual scenarios based on logarithmic 
scale. We consider this method a difficult ap-
proach to model projections in a situation of 
such historical uniqueness. Thus, they must 
be used with caution, recommending to focus 
on projections that are sufficiently based on 
S-curve based technology models.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Food and Agriculture — changes,  
challenges and opportunities 

World population growth 
By 2050 food production will need to 
increase by 60% to feed an estimated 
population of 9.1 billion 
(Data source: UN, 2022)
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The main question is how we address this 
increased demand. Do we want to follow the 
belief, that resources consumption will grow 
with the world population? 

Technologies such as precision biology, pre-
cision fermentation, domestication of the 
microorganism, the gene project, the pro-
tein project, nano-robotics, food as software, 
to name a few are in the process of early 
adoption and are rapidly maturing for mass 
adoption. While these and their possible con-
vergence will increase the efficiency of food 
production in many areas by several times, 
regenerative energy is going into its steep rise, 
ready to make the biggest disruption in the 
entire history of human economy ever: The 
reduction of the cost of energy to near zero. No 
economy in the world will survive this without 
fundamental change. What may this mean for 
the food and agricultural economy? What will 
the effects of the convergence of these food 
technologies with regenerative energy be? 

 
 
 

We doubt that our rational understanding let 
alone our intuition are ready for the descrip-
tion of that yet. The predictions of the inde-
pendent think tank RethinkX about the speed 
and scale of technology-driven disruption and 
its implications on food and agriculture, mod-
eling the decline in land demand due to the 
rapid demise of livestock farming ahead, seem 
plausible, opposing the logarithmic scaling of 
resource consumption and we may be curious 
to see how quickly this development succeeds 
and how much these effects will overcompen-
sate for the increasing demand due to popula-
tion growth. 

We as innovators and investors shall approach 
the problem with the right perspective – as a 
chance to create products that allow a grow-
ing supply of quality food products without 
a horizontal expansion in land and other re-
source consumption but with changing the 
way the food is designed, grown, processed, 
stored and consumed. This way of thinking 
presents a multi-billion-dollar opportunity to 
innovate and invest as food and sustainability 
are key factors in everybody’s life.
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Consumer interests 

Consumers are becoming more demanding in 
terms of the quality, origin, and sustainability 
of food they consume: 

In their recent publications FMCG Gurus7 have 
identified top 10 trends for 2022 that shape 
consumer behavior, amongst those trends you 
can easily identify the focus on health and 
wellness, conscious consumption, sustainabili-
ty and waste reduction, new taste and techno-
logical novelties. 

If we look at all major CPG consumer research, 
we see that consumers have become more 

aware and demanding which influences their 
buying and eating habits  — looking to be 
more environment friendly finding more eco-
nomical alternatives, eating healthier, looking 
for added value in products, exploring new 
ways to interact with brands and products. 
And these aspirations are clearly here to stay. 

For us it highlights another factor, that should 
drive our activities to reinvent the food indus-
try. These changes present opportunities for 
both — large CPG brands as well as startup 
teams and investors, who support a supply of 
products, that fit better the demand of a mod-
ern consumer. 
 

49% of consumers seek 
sustainable practices in the 
foods and beverages they 
consider purchasing6 

49%

74% of global consumers 
are now more likely to pay 
attention to nutritional 
benefits when purchasing 
foods & beverages7 

74%

67% of consumers tried to 
have a positive impact on 
the environment through 
their day-to-day activities7 

67%

28% of consumers tried to 
purchase locally sourced 
products & services8 

28%
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Venture funding 

Global venture funding across all sectors 
reached an all-time high in FY 2021, hitting 
$643 billion in total — nearly double FY 2020’s 
$335 billion and 10x the total a decade ago, 
according to Crunchbase.

Looking specifically at Agtech and Foodtech, 
the industry has seen a rather stable growth 
in VC deal activity over the past decade9 and 
the doubling trend was pretty much the 
same: AgFunder10 recorded an 85% increase 
in worldwide vc funding for startups in these 
segments — $51.7 billion in FY 2021 from $27.8 
billion in FY 2020.

Nonetheless, following an upward trend and 
groundbreaking figures in 2021 the current 
year shows a dramatic decline in venture 
funding – 53% YoY decline so far according to 
Crunchbase data. At this point in time, it is dif-
ficult to say how will this current trend develop 
further, however, we can spot inclines in some 
regions, 15% up in Asia-Pacific excl. China for 
example11, which drives us to a thought of look-
ing closer at other markets.

Worldwide funding in the 
Agtech and Foodtech sector 
(Agrifoodtech Investment 
Report by AgFunder)
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Investment opportunities 

Interestingly enough, top 3 investors into Agri-
Food Tech industry10 are the same as top 3 
countries by population — USA, China & India. 
This may suggest that countries with more 
significant population burden, since most food 
is still consumed domestically, are tackling 
the challenge more proactively and providing 
more funding and support to the technologies 
in AgriFood. 

According to FAO12, USA with a smaller pop-
ulation and being the 3rd largest agricultural 
producer, remains the biggest food exporter 

due to high crop yields and extensive agricul-
tural infrastructure.

Many factors influence the level of food pro-
duction — land area, climate, population size 
as well as the quality of agricultural infrastruc-
ture and technology. This notion brings us 
to a thought that internal necessity to feed 
the country’s population is a significant driv-
er together with other geographical benefits. 
However, the only notable factor that can be 
influenced is technology and infrastructure, 
thus presenting the opportunity for startups 
and investors. 

Top-10 countries by investment in Agriculture and 
Food startups — Agfunder, 2021

Top-10 countries by arable land surface in hectares 
Data source: World bank

Top-10 countries by population (Million) 
Data source: World bank
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Opportunities in CAEE

In the majority of global analytical reports, in-
cluding Agfunder 2021 Investment report10, the 
CAEE region is not well represented on the in-
vestment map. We can see a similar picture on 
the Forward Fooding Food Tech Startup map — 
not that many startups appear to be present in 
the region which is likely caused by the lack of 
information on those companies’ activities.   

Together with other geo factors, that drive Ag-
ricultural and Food innovation, it brings us to a 
conclusion that the region requires closer at-
tention  — more transparency on technological 
and investment activity which in turn may aid 
in attracting additional funding to local Agricul-
ture and Food-tech innovations.

With 17% of the global arable land and a respon-
sibility of the agriculture sector adding 3% to 
global greenhouse gas emissions, innovation 
investment is not just an investors financial 
opportunity, but a serious responsibility to meet 
humanity’s climate and life quality targets.

The CAEE region 
represents 17% of 
global arable land

17%
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The Food and Agriculture 
CAEE Tech Radar

In our aspiration to attract attention to 
the region we have collected 100 startups 
developing new technology for the indus-
try to represent the regions innovation 
scene and investment opportunities. 
 
The Tech Radar is based on the industry 
value chain starting from inputs and fin-
ishing with consumer experience which 
are further divided into sub-categories. 
Each block is represented by several start-
ups originally from the region. 

Please do contact us if you would like to 
feature your startup on the Tech Radar or 
share your story on our LinkedIn page.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/terraforma-agrifood/


FuLL CIrCLE

OTHER

SUSTAINABILITy Kedeon
Latvia

Egistics
Kazahstan

Gremon Systems
Hungary

Smartland
Romania

AgroMon
Russia

Agrolabs
Georgia

Venomia
Romania

Fooddocs
Estonia

Plantalux
Poland

Altren
Russia

CarbonLess
Russia

WiseSoil
Russia

Compocity
Hungary

Nutriloop
Estonia

Terrabio
Poland

Foodcast
Russia

Biosens
Ukraine

https://ccs-russia.ru/
https://agrolabs.io/about-us.html
https://agromon.ru/about_en
https://altren.ru/en/
https://sens.bio/
https://www.compocity.help/
https://egistic.kz/
https://foodcast.ai/
https://www.fooddocs.com/
https://gremonsystems.com/
https://kedeon.com/product
https://nutriloop.org/
https://plantalux.pl/en/home/
https://smartland.pro/
http://terrabio.tech/en/team/
https://wisesoil.org/


Alta Planta٪
Russia

MOOW٪
Hungary

MyGene ferma٪
Russia

Nanopowderplant٪
Russia/Singapore

Biogenesis٪
Russia

Biochefarm٪
Russia

INputs

Connectome.ai٪
Russia

Ecokorm٪
Russia

Hemoscan٪
Russia

Imdanar٪
Russia

Ksivalue
Russia

Nasekomo٪
Bulgaria

Oktorin
Russia

Plastilin
Russia

https://connectome.ai/en/index.html
https://ecokorm.ru/en/
https://hemoscan.ru/
http://www.imdanar.ru/
https://ksivalue.com/ru%23first
http://moow.farm/
http://igene-ferma.com/
https://www.nanopowderplant.com/nanofertilizers
https://nasekomo.life/
https://oktorin.ru/
https://plastilin.team/
https://pospeta.ru/
https://www.biochefarm.ru/
https://bio-genesis.ru/en/


E-stado٪
Poland

proDuCtIoN
& HArvEstING

Ranchpal٪
Estonia

Crops

ANIMAL

Agribot
Poland

Agremo
Serbia

Biovolf
Russia/Singapore

Alzagro٪
Hungary

AeroScript٪
Russia

Cognitive Pilot٪
Russia

CropFleet٪
Belarus

Gorodskie Teplitsy٪
Russia

Green Bar٪
Russia

Green Growth٪
Armenia

Gribzavod٪
Russia

Horos
Ukraine

Inno Real٪
Russia

Revalcon٪
Armenia

Makalini 
Russia

Mebifarm 
Russia

Ogor 
Romania

Ondo 
Bulgaria

PlantCT٪
Hungary

Magrotech٪
Russia

Skymaps
Czech Republic

Ullmanna
Czech Republic

AgroGNOME٪
Estonia

BalticFreya٪
Lithuania

Paul-Tech 
Estonia

Spirulina Nord٪
Latvia

Weedbot٪
Latvia

Syncretis٪
Russia

https://en.aeroscript.ru/
https://www.agremo.com/
http://agribot.eu/
https://www.agrognome.eu/
https://www.alzagro.com/
https://www.balticfreya.com/
https://biovolf.com/
https://en.cognitivepilot.com/
https://cropfleet.ru/
https://e-stado.net/
http://gorteplitsy.ru/
http://www.greenbar.online/
https://greengrowth.tech/
https://gribzavod.ru/
https://innoreal.ru/
https://magrotech.ru.com/
https://makalinisystem.com/
http://mebifarm.com/
https://ogor.ro/
https://ondo.io/
https://paul-tech.com/
https://plantct.com/en/
https://www.ranchpal.com/index.html
https://revalcon.com/
http://skymaps.cz/
https://www.spirulinanord.eu/home/
https://syncretis.com/
http://ullmanna.eu/
https://weedbot.eu/weedbot-technology/


B-Fresh٪
Serbia

Divaks
Lithuania

Sunprotein٪
Russia

Cupffee٪
Bulgaria

Greenbiotech٪
Russia

BugBox٪
Estonia

QvevriXYZ٪
Georgia

1EA Packaging٪
Russia

Bio Zet
Russia

Decomer Technology٪
Estonia

proCEssING

OTHER

pACKAGING

https://1ea.com/en/
https://b-fresh.rs/en/homepage/
https://activpack.ru/
https://www.bugbox.ee/
https://cupffee.me/
https://decomertechnology.com/
https://www.divaks.com/
https://greenbiotech.ru/
https://www.qvevri.xyz/
http://www.sunflowerprotein.com/


Fertrado٪
Lithuania

Smart Seeds٪
Russia

Agriniser٪
Bulgaria

Cooperation Manager٪
Serbia

DIstrIButIoN
& LoGIstICs

Agrocargo٪
Russia

FoxCrop٪
Bulgaria

OrbitaPro٪
Russia

https://agriniser.com/en
https://agrocargo.ru/en
https://cooperationm.com/
https://www.fertrado.com/
https://www.foxcrop.com/en/
https://orbitapro.ru/
https://smartseeds.ru/


OTHER

CoNsuMEr
ExpErIENCE

NEw FooDs

poINt oF
sALEs

Be.Live
Russia

Bluana Foods٪
Romania

Galvenais٪
Latvia

Juicy Marbles٪
Slovenia

Nomi Biotech٪
Poland

Not Meat٪
Russia

Octafood٪
Russia

Vishij Vkus٪
Russia

bonapp.eco٪
Romania

Welldone٪
Russia

Qummy
Russia

MannaFoods٪
Romania

Briskly
Russia

Bartello
Russia

Evo Food٪
Russia

Fibbee
Russia

DoggyBag
Russia

Green Idea٪
Russia

GreenWise٪
Russia

Verdefood٪
Romania

Foody.to٪
Bulgaria

Mealjoy٪٪٪٪
Russiaǳǳǳ٪٪٪٪

Farm Hopping
Bulgaria

Girgitton
Uzbekistan

Wello.ai٪
Romania

https://bartello.ru/
https://beliveorganic.com/
https://bluana.me/
https://bonapp.eco/en/
https://briskly.online/us/
https://doggybag.club/?lang=en
https://www.evofood.world/
https://farmhopping.com/en/Our-story
https://fibbee.com/
https://foody.to/
https://www.galvenais.com/pages/produce-with-us
https://app.girgitton.uz/admin/login
https://greenideas.ru/
https://greenwise.ru/en/
https://www.juicymarbles.com
https://www.mannafoods.eu/
https://mealjoy.ru/about/
https://www.nomibiotech.eu/
https://notmeat.ru/
https://octa-food.com/
https://qummy.ru/company/
https://www.verdefood.ro/en
https://vsvkus.ru/
https://welldone.green/
https://wello.ai/


About Terraforma

At Terraforma we dedicate ourselves to

Identifying promising tech streams   
that have the ability to transform the  
industry

Finding startups in the region that 
present investment innovation 
opportunities

Making the venture market in the 
region more transparent

Terraforma is a collaborative space for 
founders, investors, corporate executives and 
experts that drive change in Agri-Food Tech in 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia.

With this report and Tech Radar we are open-
ing up a discussion on AgTech and FoodTech 
opportunities for innovation and investment in 
the region. Terraforma will be further exploring 
and diving deeper into different technological 
streams, countries and technologies that have 
the potential of reshaping the industry.

On our LinkedIn page we regularly publish 
interviews with startups and tech companies 
from the regions.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/terraforma-agrifood/


         

Join the Terraforma 2023 initiative

TERRAFORMA FOOD 
CRYPTO LAB, FUND & 
CONFERENCE

Opening the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) 
for the Food and Agriculture Industry 
 
Work out how DLT will change the industry,  
find the best startups and take part in the most 
promising initiatives
 
Join the conference — May 11–12, 2023 in Berlin 

More at terraforma.vc and LinkedIn

http://www.terraforma.vc
https://www.linkedin.com/company/terraforma-agrifood/
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Olaf Birkner
Co-Founder and CEO
Terraforma

— LinkedIn

Olga Kazmenko 
Head of Program
Terraforma

— LinkedIn
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